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A completely unimodal numbering of the m vertices of a simple d-dimensional polytope is a 
numbering 0, 1, . . . , m - 1 of the vertices such that on every k-dimensional face (2s ksd) there 
is exactly one local minimum (a vertex with no lower-numbered neighbors on that face). Such 
numberings are abstract objective functions in the sense of Adler and Saigal [l]. It is shown that 
a completely unimodal numbering of the vertices of a simple polytope induces a shelling of the 
facets of the dual simplicial polytope. The h-vector of the dual simplicial polytope is interpreted 
in terms of the numbering (with respect o using a local-improvement algorithm to locate the 
vertex numbered 0). In the case that the polytope is combinatorially equivalent to a d-dimensional 
cube, a ‘successor-tuple’ for each vertex is defined which carries the crucial information of the 
numbering for local-improvement algorithms. Combinatorial properties of these d-tuples are 
studied. Finally the running time of one particular local-improvement algorithm, the Random 
Algorithm, is studied for completely unimodal numberings of the d-cube. It is shown that for a 
certain class of numberings (which includes the example of Klee and Minty [8] showing that the 
simplex algorithm is not polynomial and all Hamiltonian saddle-free injective pseudo-Boolean 
functions [6]) this algorithm has expected running time that is at worst quadratic in the dimension d. 
1. Introduction 
Given a polytope with m vertices in d-dimensional Euclidean space and a linear 
objective function of d variables, there is induced a numbering of the vertices with 
the numbers 0, 1, . . . . m - 1 so that the optimal vertex is numbered 0 and (assuming 
the objective function is to be minimized and no two vertices have the same objec- 
tive value) vertices with lower numbers have smaller objective values. The induced 
numbering has the important property of being completely unimodal: on each face 
there is only one local minimum; i.e., only one vertex with no lower-numbered a ja- 
cent vertices on that face. 
In an attempt to study combinatorially the running times of optimiza?ion 
algorithms for such structures, one is led to consider numberings of the vertices of 
polytopes with properties like complete unimodality. In this paper we study the 
combinatorial properties of completely unimodal numberings in relation to the 
structure of the polytope. The properties studied are motivated by thi 
of local-improvement algorith s for locating the vertex numbered 0; i.e., 
algorithms which move from vertex to vertex along edges, at each step moving to 
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a lower-numbered a jacent vertex of the present vertex. In pauricular we study the 
connection of completely unimodal numberings to polytope shellings and how the 
h-vector of the dual simplicial polytope can be interpreted. In the case that the 
polytope is combinatorially equivalent to the d-dimensional cube (&cube), the extra 
structure allows for the assignment of a new d-tup!e of O’s and I’s (called the 
successor-tupkj to each vertex. The successor-tuple contains the crucial information 
of the numbering with respect to local-improvement algorithms. Properties of these 
d-tuples are explored. Finally, we mention one particular local-improvement 
algorithm, the Random Algorithm, and study its running time on completely 
unimodal numberings ofd-cubes. In particular, we show for a certain class of com- 
pletely unimodal numberings (which includes the example of Klee and Minty [8] 
showing that the simplex algorithm is not polynomial and classes of pseudo-Boolean 
functions tudied by Hammer, Simeone, Liebling, and de Werra [6]) this algorithm 
has expected running time that is at worst quadratic in the dimension d. 
2. Concepts and definitions from polytope theory 
Recall that a convex polytope is a bounded intersection of finitely many closed 
half-spaces in Euclidean space. A hyperplane hi is called a supporting hyperplane 
of the polytope p if P id contained in one of the closed half-spaces bounded by hl 
and HnP is not empty. A face of P is the intersection of P with a supporting 
hyperplane. Faces of dimension 0are called vertices. Faces of dimension 1are called 
edges. Two vertices which share an edge (i.e., adjacent vertices) will be called 
neighbors. Maximal proper faces are called facets. By d-polytope and k-face, we 
mean “polytope of dimension d” and ‘face of dimension k’, respectively. A d- 
polytope is called simpfe if each vertex is incident with exactly d facets. It is called 
simplicial if every face is a simplex; i.e., every k-face contains exactly k + 1 vertices. 
‘Simple’ and ‘simplicial’ are dual notions. Two polytopes Pr and pZ are said to be 
dual to each other provided there exists a one-to-one mapping J, between the set of 
all faces of Pt and the set of all faces of pZ such that iz is inciusion-reversing. This 
implies A(0) =a)z* A(P,) ~0, and dim F+ dim rl(F) =d- 1 for all faces F of Pt. 
(Refer to [5] for details of the concepts in the theory of polytopes.) Finaliy, there 
is a simplicial complex associated with every simple polytope P. For a simplicial 
polytope S, the set Zs = {vr .a= vi 1 vi is a vertex of S, and the convex hull of 
1 ‘))l, .* l p vi} is a proper face of s) is a (d - 1).dimensional simplicial complex. Let Ps 
be the dual simplicial polytype to P. Then Cps is the simplicial complex associated 
with P. (See [Ilj for further details.) 
For d-polytope P let A(P) denote the number of j-faces of P, 0 r j s d- 1. The 
vector f(a) = (~(P),fi is called the f-vector of P. For a simplicial 
‘, the h-vector is defined as follows: 
t)= j$~!,f;:t”‘(wheref_, =l). Set 
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h(PS, t) = (1 - t)df (P’, t/(t - 1)) = f hi(P”) t’. 
i=O 
(ho(P”), hW) , . . . , hd(P’)) is the h-vector of Ps. 8ne can explicitly 
as a linear combination of the &(PS)‘s: 
expr 
hk(P’) = i 
j=O 
&(P”), for k = 0,1, .. ..d. 
Further, the f-vector can be recovered from the h-vector: 
fk(ps) = i;o d k 1 k+l ( f-i )h,(P’), for k = -1,Q l,...,d- 1. 
If P is a simple polytope with simplicial polar dual Ps, then (using A(P) = 
fd-j- 1 (ps)) 
h,(P), for k = O,l, . . . . d- 1. 
(For more details, see [2], [ 131, and [3] .) 
Finally, a semi-shelling of a d-polytope P is a numbering PO, I$, . . . , F”_ 1 of the 
facets; of P such that for i= 1, . . . , m - 1, the set 
is a nonempty union of (d - 2).faces of Fi. A semi-shelling is a shelling if, in addi- 
tion, for i = 5 3 , . . . , m - 2, this set is homeomorphic to a (d - 2).ball. Note that if 
P is a simplicial polytope, then this second condition is automatically fulfilled (cf. 
[1119 [41). 
3. The relationship of completely unimodal numberings to the structure o 
pohtope 
A numbering of the m vertices of a simple polytope P is an injective function 
which assigns a value from (4 1, . . . , m - 1) to each vertex of P. A low1 minimum 
(maximum) of a numbering isa vertex with no lower- (higher-) numbered neighbors. 
An F-local m@Gaum (maximum) of a numbering a a face F of P is a vertex with 
no lower- (higher-) numbered neighbors on F. ,A ntzkring is called completely 
unimodal if it has a unique P-local minimum on every k-f?xt? F, for k = 2,3, . l . , d. 
The following observations about ccmpietely unimodal n amberings can be 
he idea of ati 6abstract ’ was first intro dler and 
Saigal [l]. They define abstract objective functions in the general framework of 
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abstract plytopes. An abstract polytope is a simplicial complex with some addi- 
tion& properties; it is a pseudomanifold without boundary. (For definitions, see 
[ 121, [lo], or [l] J The simplicial complex associated with a simple polytope P is an 
abstract polytope. An abstract objective function is an injective real-valued function 
of the vertices of the abstract polytope so that on every face there are decreasing 
paths (a path is a sequence of adjacent vertices) from any vertex to the lowest- 
numbered vertex on the face and from the highest-numbered vertex on the face to 
any vertex. This definition is equivalent to numbering the vertices and requiring a 
unique F-local minimum and a unique F-local maximum on every face F. It will be 
shown below that a completely unimodal numbering, i.e., one having a unique F- 
local minimum on every face F, must have a unique F-local maximum on every face 
F. Thus, the notion of a completely unimodal numbering isequivalent to the notion 
of abstract objective function in the context of simple polytopes. 
(2) The terminology isadapted from [6]. They study completely unimodal injec- 
tive pseudo-Boolean functions. A pseudo-Boolean function maps the vertices of the 
Boolean d-cube into II?. For optimization, the values of the function themselves are 
not important; rather the order induced on the vertices. In sections 4 and 5, we 
study pseudo-Boolean functions. 
Let SX denote the set of lower-numbered neighbors of the vertex X. We call the 
members of S’ succ~sors of X. When implementing a local-improvement algo- 
rithm, the successor set of the current vertex is the set of ‘allowable’ next vertices. 
The next proposition relates completely unimodal numberings and the successor sets 
to the combinatorial structure of the polytope. Note that statement (2) in Proposi- 
tion 1 is a restatement of results in Chapter 3 of [3] in this slightly more general 
setting. 
Proposition 1. The following are equivalent for a given numbering of the vertices 
of a simpie poiytope P: 
(1) The numbering is completely unimodal. 
(2) If (ho(P’X 9.9  hd(Ps)) is the h-vector of its simpicial polar dual P”, then for 
i=O 1 , , . . . , d, the number of vertices with exact’ I i successors i hi(PS )a 
(3) Foranyrin (OJ,..., m - 1) and any face k; the set of vertices on F numbered 
less than r is connected on F. 
(4) The induced ordering on the facets of the simplicial polar dual is a shelling. 
roof. (le2). Let gi denote the number of vertices with exactly i successors. We 
show &at gi satisfies the same relationship with the f-vector as hi(P’). Let V(P) 
dsmfi+a +~,a =a+ fif mrar+~!.m nf D R;ra+ note that every face has at least one F-local tiliV11, CL&kOb&VA Vb  rrC;j VA 1 l A aa UC) 
minimum - namely, the lowest-r ,umbered vertex on that face. Thus, the numbering 
is completely unhmoda’r if and only if 
or’ j-faces on which v is an F.local minimum) = fj 
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Then note the following: 
(i) If o is an F-local minimum on a j-face F, then u has at least j higher-numbered 
neighbors and therefore at most d,j successors. 
(ii) A j-face F with u as a local minimum can be found by choosing aj-subset of 
D’S higher-numbered neighbors and taking the face determined by u and these j 
neighbors (a vertex of a simple polytope and k of its neighbors determine a unique 
k-face [lo]). Thus, 
(# of j-faces on which o is an F-Iocal minimum) 
UE V(P) 
d 
= c (# of vertices with i higher-numbered neighbors) 
i=O 
zdij( # o ve ices with d- i higher-numbered neighbors) f fl* 
i=O 
d-j 
= c (# of vertices with i successors) 
(since the polytope is simple) 
4% (P)m 
(I +B 3). Let oi denote the vertex numbered i. Given rem showing statement (i) 
below is equivalent to showing that the set of vertices numbered less than t is con- 
nected. Showing statement (ii) below is equivalent to showing that the set of vertices 
numbered less titan r nn any k-face (2s kd - 1) is connected on that k-face. 
(i) od’ shares an edge with at least one of u”, ui, . . . , J- ‘. 
(ii) If 4 and u” (j< i) share a k-face (24 ksd - l), then there exists h c i such 
that 0’ and d share an edge on the k-face. 
A unique bY=local minimum exists on each face Fif and only if given any face and 
vertex v on that. face, there is a decreasing path from o to the F-local minimum on 
that face. If the numbering is completely unimodal and vi does not share an edge 
with any of v”, v*, . . . , vi- ‘, then there is no decreasing path from vi to the vertex 
numbered 0. If there exists a pair d and vi (j<i) which share a k-face and vi does 
not have a successor on that g--m f* rlh h I i cllrh that gi and eh share an edge on kabb \u v , a. kep vIol 
that face), then there is no path from vi to the local minimum on that face. Con- 
versely, suppose that if ui and vi (jc i) share a k-face (2 5 krd), then there is an 
h, h c i, such that vh and vi share an edge on the k-face, but there exists a face with 
two F-local minima, say vi1 and vi2 (il < iz). But by hypothesis, $2 has a successor 
on that face, ccntrary to 0’2 being a local minimum. 
(3 ~4). We know there exists a one-one mapping Abetween the nu 
of P and the facets of the simplici = A@), where u’ is the vertex 
numbered i. The statement 
i-l 
t”i n U F~ is a union of (d - 2).faces 
j=O 
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is equivalent to the statement: if _FJ7Fi is a k-face F, then there exists h 5 i - 1 such 
that FitIF, is a (d-2).face containing F. Switching to the dual simplicial polytope, 
this last statement isequivalent to the statement: if A-‘(Fib and AMI (i.e., ui and 
d) are contained in a k-face F (25 ksd- I)9 then there exists an h<i such that 
A-‘(Fi) and A-‘(Fh) shtire an edge contained in F. 
The statement 
. 
Fin ‘d Fj+0 
j=O 
says that FifI Fj # 0 for some jr i - 1. Switching to the dual polytope, this state- 
ment is equivalent to saying there exists a j (OS jl i - 1) s.t. the dimension of the 
lowest-dimensional f ce containing both A-‘(Fi) and A-‘(Fj) is k<d (i.e., there ex- 
ists j= i- 1 such that d and oi are contained in a k-face, 1 s kr d- 1). U 
C~r&wy 1. If a numbering of the vertices of a simple polytope is completely 
unimodal? then there is a unique F-local maximum on every face. 
Proof. For a given k-face F (2 s k s d), the ordering of the vertices is a completely 
unimodal numbering. Let FS denote the simplicial dual of F. By statement (2) of 
Proposition 1, hk(Fs) is the number of vertices on F wiO1 exactly k successors; i.e., 
the number of F-local maxima on F. 
= Jio (-I)j,(F) = 1 
-= 
(by Euler’s Relation). 0 
Corollary 1 shows the equivalence of the notions of complete unimodality and 
abstract objective function. Although it was stated and proved for simple polytopes, 
the same proof works in the more general setting of dual abstract polytopes. In this 
setting, Proposition 1 has another corollary which shows that there are some 
reasonable and easy-to-state conditions to put on an abstract polytope which will 
strongly determme its topological structure. The realization (as defined in [l I, 
pp. 88-891) in Euclidean space of the simplexes of a simplicial complex are called 
geometric simplexes. A subdivision of Q (k simpljcial complex with realization K is any 
simplicial complex with realization K’ such that every geometric simplex in 
contained in a geometric simplex in K, A simplicial complex which has a subdivision 
which can be piecewise-linearly mapped into SdW1 is called a PL-sphere. 
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Corollary 2, An abstract polytope whose dual admits an abstract objective function 
(completely unimodal numbering) is a PL-sphere. 
Proof. This is a restatement of the fact that a shellable pseudomanifold without 
boundary is a PL-sphere [11, Theorem 5.4.51. R 
4. Completely unimodal numberings of the d-au 
The previous results can be extended in the case that the polytope is com- 
binatorially equivalent to the d-cube (i.e., (0, l}d). Since the actual embeddings of
these polytopes in Euclidean space are not important in this paper, we will assume 
for simplicity that the polytope is the Boolean d-cube Bd = { 0, l}d. 
Proposition 2. The following are equivalent for a numbering of the vertices of the 
Boolean d-cube. 
(I) The numbering is completely unimodal. 
(2) There exist (g) vertices with exactly k successors. 
(3) The numbering has a unique F-local minimum on every a-face. 
Proof. (1*2). This follows from Proposition 1 since the h-vector for fhe dual of 
the d-cube is 
(1 * 3). That (1 e 3) is obvious.’ In [6] it is shown (Proposition 3.5) that if each k- 
face (2 5 k d - 1) of a numbered -cube has a unique F-local minimum, then there 
is a unique local minimum on the d-cube. Thus, (3 * 1) follows by induction. Cl 
The vertices of the Boolean d-cube correspond to a collection of d-tuples of O’s 
and 1’s. We can associate with each vertex of a numbered cube a new d-tuple of 
O’s and l’s, (So, s2, . . . , sd), called the successor-tup12: 
( 1 if the neighbor in the ith direction is a successor, 
Si = 
0 otherwise. 
3. The following are equivalent for a numbering of the vertices of the 
Boolean d-cube: 
(I) The numbering is completely unimodal. 
(2) All the successor-tuples are dvf2rent, i.e., they represent a!1 possibk d- 
sequences of O’s and 1%. 
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Proof. (1 =a 2). The proof is by induction. For d = 2, except for rotations and reflec- 
tions, there are two completely unimodal numberings. It is easy to check that all the 
successor-tuples are different for each of these numberings. Now, assume the result 
is true for (d- I)-cubes. Suppose there exist two vertices x and w with the same 
successortuple, say (sr, s2 ---f- -_-AL ^_ AL-L A . . . _“A a Lnnarr “A 4Ln3 , . . . , Sd j. Suppose fur LUGI LII~L X Giiu w a~ G ~IIUDCIL JW LIIQC 
the number of l’s among sr, ~2, . .. , sd9 say k, is minimal. Note that k 2 1 since si= 0 
for all i implies that both x and w are local minima, a contradiction to complete 
unknodality. Note that x and w cannot share a facet; otherwise, the induction 
hypothesis contradicted. Now suppose there exists a vertex u = (u,, b2, .. . , ud) with 
a successor-tuple that differs from (q, . . . , sd) in exactly one place, say the ith. This 
vertex cannot share the facet represented by ( *, *, . . . , vi, . . . , *) with either x or W, 
by the induction assumption. But every facet contains either x or W. Thus, no vertex 
has a successor-tuple differing by exactly one place from (q, . . . , sd). Therefore, 
there exist k (2,fup!es with k- 1 l’s which are not successor-tuples of any vertex. By 
Proposition 2 in order to keep the correct number of vertices with k- 1 successors, 
there must be vertices x’ and W’ with identical successor-tuples and k- 1 successors 
(i.e., k - 1 Si’S such that Si = 1). This fact contradicts the way x and w were chosen. 
(2* 1). This follows from Proposition 2 since if all the successor-tuples are dif- 
ferent, there are exactly (t) vertices with exactly k successors. III 
Finally in this section, a combinatorial property of the successor-tuples is 
presented. A completely unimodal numbering of the vertices of a d-cube induces 
two linear orderings of the d-tuples of O’s and l’s: one via the coordinates of each 
vertex and the other via the successor-tuples (u ing Proposition 3). The next pro- 
position shows that the orderings of the O-l d-tuples obtained from a completely 
unimodal numbering via the successor-tuples have a special property. 
Proposition 4. Given a compIete/y unimodal numbering of the vertices of a d-cube 
f:(4~~d~(41,...,2d-l) andasubsetICD=(lJ, . . . , d ), let vr denote the unique 
vertex with successor-tuple (sir ~2, . .. , sd) given by Si = 1 if i E 1 and Si = 0 if i $1. If 
Jr% then f(vJ)<f(vI). 
Proof. Given 1s D, it suffices to show the following: Let SI equal the set of all ver- 
tices whose successor-tuples correspond to sets containing I. If v is the lowest- 
numbered vertex in S,, then v = of. 
If III= d, then SI= {vl} and we are done. Suppose the successor-tuple of v (the 
lowest-numbered vertex in S,) has a 1 in coordinate jl$ I (i.e., v # 01). If lI(= d- 1. 
then the only vertices in SI are uE and or and clearly f (v!) < f(v& = ad- 1 z There- 
fore, we can assume Jbl I;d-2 so that there exists jz #jr such that jz &I. A k-face 
of the d-cube (0, l}d is' determined by fixing d- k coordinates and letting the re- 
maining k coordinates take on all possible values. Consider the face containing v
determined bv haviq ‘free’ coordinates IUj,. f induces an orderi 
such that 3(x) <3( 
f on this face 
iff f(x)< f(w) for all vertices x, w on this . The induced 
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ordering on the m-tuples determined bys(m = 111 -I- 1) can be obtained by consider- 
ing the ordered subset of successor-tuples of vertices on this face, ignoring all coor- 
dinates except 1 Uj,. Let ft’ be the vertex on this face with successor-tuple having 
Si = 1 iff i E I, Sj, = 0. (By Proposition 3, Mt exists.) 0’S successor-tuple is all 1 ‘s on 
this face; i,e_ o is the &local maximum of Jon this face so that &v) &I). But 
this says f(w) e f(u), a contradiction since w E SI. Cl 
5. The behavior sf a random pivoting algsriibm on d-cubes with camp 
uuimodal numberings 
The study of completely unimodal numberings provides a convenient framework 
for studying combinatorial spects of local-improvement algorithms as well as the 
combinatorial structure of simple polytopes. A natural next step is to examine the 
running times of local-improvement algorithms on polytopes with complete2,F 
unimodal numberings. We mention some prehminary work which has been done in 
the case of the d-cube using the Random Algorithm. With the Random Algorithm, 
the next vertex is chosen at random from the lower-numbered neighbors of the cur- 
rent vertex. (Another algorithm which has been studied on d-cubes with completely 
unimodal numberings i  the Greedy Algorithm. With the Greedy Algorithm, the 
next vertex is chosen to be the lowest-numbered neighbor of the current vertex.) 
Both of these algorithms can take an exponential number of steps to find the vertex 
numbered 0 (see [8] and [14]). 
The example of Rlee and Minty [8] which shows that the simplex algorithm is not 
polynomial is a family of linear programs for which the feasible region is com- 
binatorially equivalent to the d-cube; the objective function therefore induces a 
completely unimodal numbering of the vertices of the d-cube. The 4-dimensional 
Klee-Minty numbering isshown in Fig. 1. (The edges connecting vertices on the two 
3-faces shown are not drawn.) The Klee-Minty numbering is an example of a 
Hamihonian umbering: anumbering in which the ver&ex numbered i is a neighbor 
of the vertex numbered (i- 1). For any Hamiltonian umbering, it is possible that 
the Random Algorithm will go throlbl. w abavery vertex before locating the unique local 
minimum. For a fixed completely unimodal numbering, let the random variable *k 
be the number of steps the Random Algorithm takes to reach the vertex numbered 
6 
3 12 
1 _- 
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0 given that it starts with the vertex numbered k. Sk can be exponentially arge for 
amiltonian completely unimodal numberings. We study the quantity Ek, the ex- 
pected value of Nk. Kelly [7] has shown that for the Wee-Minty numbering Ek is 
a(&). Furthermore, preliminary work, randomly generating completely unimodal 
numberings via computer, leads one to conjecture that Ek is 0(d2) (or better) for 
all completely unimodal numberings of the d-cube. We look at a class of completely 
unimodal numberings, decomposable, for which Ek is 0(d2). 
Recall that a (d - I)-face is called a facet. A numbered facet F will be called a last 
facet if no vertex on F had a lower-numbered neighbor which is not on F. Note that 
if F is a last facet, then the vertex numbered 0is on F and if a vertex y E F is visited 
by the Rando_m Algorithm, then all the subsequent vertices visited by the Random 
Algorithm are on F. A numbered -cube is decomposable if either d= 1 or it has 
a last facet which is decomposable. The Klee-Minty numbering is an example of 
a decomposable d-cube as is the numbering found by Wiedemann [14] mentioned 
above. Using the same proof as Kelly [7] used for the Klee-Minty numbering, we 
have the following proposition. 
Proposition 5. For decomposable d-cubes, max{Ek: Or k s 2d - 1) is kss than 
d(d+ 1)/2. 
How large is the class of decomposable completely unimodal d-cubes? It does not 
include all completely unimodal numberings; Fig.2 shows an example of a 3-cube 
which is not decomposable. 
However, certain classes of completely unimodal numberings of d-cubes in- 
troduced and studied by Hammer, Simeone, Eiebling, and de Werra [6] have this 
property. A threshold numbering is a numbering for which for any value of r in 
(0 1 , , . . . , 2d- 1) there exists a hyperplane separating all vertices of the d-cube with 
numbers greater than or equal to r from those vertices with numbers less than r. A 
saddle-free numbering isa numbering for which given any four coplanar points, the 
two with the largest numbers do not lie on a diagonal of the rectangle formed by 
the intersection ofthe plane and the d-cube. These two classes are extensions of well- 
studied classes of Boolean functions (cf. [9]). (Boolean functions can be thought of 
as numberings of the vertices of the d-cube with the numbers 0and 1) The Boolean 
analog for saddle-free is completely monotonic. At first complete monotonicity was 
conjectured to be a combinatorial way to define threshold Eoolean functions. E.F. 
6 
4 
7 
1 
Fig. 2. A nondecomposable numbering. 
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Moore found the first example of a completely monotonic Boolean function which 
is not threshold. His B2-dimensional exmpie can be found in [9]. Hammer et al. 
[6] show that saddle-free numberings are a subclass of completely unimodal 
numberings and that threshold numberings are a subclass of saddle-free number- 
ings. They also point out that the three classes are distinct. The cube shown in Fig. 2 
demonstrates that threshold numberings, in genera], need n.ot be decomposable. 
However, we show that Hamiltonian saddle-free numberings must be threshold and 
must be decomposable. 
Proposition 6. Given 4 Wkrmi%toniara s ddle:free numbering oja a d-cube, for k = 
53 , . . . , d - 1 9 the vertices numbered 0,1, . . . , 2k - 1, must lie on a k-face & deter- ’ 
mined by Fk_ 1 and the vertex numbered 2k- ‘, where Fl is the edge connecting the 
vertices numbered 0 and 1. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. The case k= 2 can be taken care of by inspec- 
tion. Assume we have found Fk with the stated properties for k = 2,3, . . . , j - 1. Fj- 1 
and the vertex numbered 2j-l determine aj- ac f e fi> since the vertices numbered 
2j-’ and 2 j- 1 - 1 are neighbors. We show Fj contains the vertices numbered 
0,1, . . . . 2j- 1. Then the proposition follows by induction. Consider a (j+ I)-face 
containing Fj. Let Gr be &I$_ 1, Gz be Fj -Fj_ 1, G3 be the (j - I)-face of this (j + l)- 
face containing neighbors of G2 not on Gz or G1, and G4 be the remaining (j - I)- 
face of this (j+ I)-face. (Look at the (j+ I)-face as four complementary (j- V- 
faces. See figure below.) 
Fj xi 
Suppose there exists a vertex numbered i (2 j-l -I- 1 sis2j- 1) which is not on G2. 
Choose the smallest such i. Because there exists a amiltonian decreasing path, the 
vertex numbered i (ca8! it xi j must be on 63. 2j’l+ lri12j- 1 says there is a 
vertex u on Gz which is numbered greater than i. Let 
Vi be d’s neighbor on G4 (so that Vi’s number is also 
i are coplanar and form a saddle since q, and xi have 
four vertices, a contradiction. Cl 
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Corollary I. A Hamiltonian saddle-free numbering is threshold. 
Proof. We prove the theorem by induction. It is easy to see for 2-cubes. NOW assume 
it is true for j-cubes, 2 r&d- 1. To show the numbering is threshold, we must 
showforeachr,r=O,l,..., 2d - 1, there exists a hyperplane separating the set of ver- 
tices with numbers 0, 1, . . . , r- 1 and the set of vertices with numbers r, r+ 1, . . . ,2”- 1. 
Note for r=O and 1, it is easy to find such a hyperplane. For 2rkd and 
2”1i(r&+ - 1, the previous proposition implies that the vertices numbered 
2k-I , . . . , 2k - 1 lie on a (k - I)-face G of Fk and the numbering on G must be 
saddle-free and Hamiltonian; thus, the numbering restricted to G is threshold by the 
induction hypothesis. Therefore, there is a (k- 2)dimensional hyperplane which sep- 
arates the sets F(l)= {vertices numbered r,. . . , 2k - 1) and Ff2)= {vertices numbered 
2k-1 
, . . . , r - 1) on G. If there exists a (m - 1).dimensional hyperplane (2 s m 5 d - 1) 
which separates a set S on an m-face of a d-cube from the res^i of the vertices on 
that face, then there exists a (d- I)-dimensional hyperplane which separates S from 
the rest of the cube. Thus, there exists a (k- 1).dimensional hyperplane separating 
F(l) from F’=& -F(l). Reapplying this idea, we get the desired (d- l)-hyperplane 
separating F’ from the rest of the d-cube (noting that F’ is the set of vertices 
numbered 0,1, . . . . r-l). Cl 
Corollary 2. A Hamiltcnian saddle-free numbering is decomposable. 
Proof. Each &ik in the proposition is a last facet of Fk+ 1. 0 
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